1. CENTRE FOR AERO-SPACE AND MILITARY LAWS (CASML)Dated- 4th October 2018
In pursuance with the objective of Centre for Aerospace and military laws, the team of
CASML organized an event in the form of a guest lecture on the topic New Indian Space Bill
given by Mr. Vikrant Pachnanda who is a dispute resolution counsel and aviation attorney in
the Supreme Court of India. The Government of India introduced Indian Space Bill in 2017
and open this for public scrutiny so that active members of the society can come up with their
feedbacks for the same and that is how the event was planned in order to make this session
more of an interactive session rather than a guest lecture so that the students can explore and
come out with new proposals, new ideas and express them in a one to one talk with the guest.

Mr. Vikrant Pachnanda who is a dispute resolution counsel and aviation attorney in the
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2. AVAGAHANA’18
The guest lecture organised by the Legal Aid Cell of Symbiosis Law School Hyderabad. The
roots of Avagahana stem from the fact that there is a problem of drug abuse in India today.
Avagahana was created which is an awareness drive on drug abuse by way of a Panel
Discussion. The panel for the same included –
1. Dr.PurnimaNagaraja (Psychiatrist) is a passionate psychiatrist. She combines
conventional therapies such as drug therapies with unique counselling and
psychotherapeutic techniques.
2. K. Srinivas Reddy (Journalist) is one of the senior most journalists in Telangana State.
He is currently working as an editor of a daily newspaper Telangana Today. He has
over 30 years of experience in this field.
3. It is moderated by Mrs. Rajeshwari Luther, the co-founder and director of Hope Trust
a rehabilitation centre for addiction therapy, behavioural health, research and training.
She is also on the board of Directors of CARE Hospitals, Hyderabad.

Dr.PurnimaNagaraja (Psychiatrist) along with Mrs.Rajeshwari Luther is the co-founder and
director of Hope Trust a rehabilitation centre for addiction therapy, behavioural health,
research and training. She is also on the board of Directors of CARE Hospitals, Hyderabad
lightning the lamp at the inauguration of AVAGAHANA’18

K. Srinivas Reddy (Journalist) senior journalist in Telangana State, lightning the lamp at the
inauguration of AVAGAHANA’18

Dr.PurnimaNagaraja (Psychiatrist) along with Mrs.Rajeshwari Luther is the co-founder and
director of Hope Trust, K. Srinivas Reddy (Journalist) senior journalist in Telangana State
conducting the session along with Prof. Shree Rahul

3. INDUSTRIAL VISIT(LABOUR LEGISLATIONS) dated 10/10/2018
An industrial visit was organised by SLSH for the students to have an insight into the
implementation of various labour and social security legislation. Students met many
officers- Mr.Hari Prasad Reedy Director, Mr. Mohan Reedy Quality Control Manager,
Mr.Ramana Reddy Quality Incharge, Mr.BheemaRao Quality Incharge, Mr.Ravindra, the
Production Manager.

Industrial Visit – Officers, Faculty members with students

Industrial Visit- Officers addressing to the students

4. COURT VISIT TO THE COURT OF IX METROPOLITAN MAGISTRATE,
HYDERABAD KUKATPALLY, HYDERABAD dated- 12/10/2018
Satyanarayana Chukka, Advocate & Faculty in charge and the students of SLS Hyderabad
visited the Court of Hon’ble IX Metropolitan Magistrate, Hyderabad at Kukatpally,
Hyderabad for interaction with the Hon'ble magistrate and to know the Proceedings of the
Criminal Court and marking of various documents as Exhibits. The Hon’ble Magistrate
interacted with students and shared valuable insights about proceedings.
5. Guest Lecture on “ROLE OF MEDIA IN THE PRESENT WORLD ORDER”
Date: 12th October 2018
The AWAAZ edit board organised a guest lecture on the role of media in the present world
order. Ms Preeti Biswas, the Senior Correspondent of The Times of India, was invited to
address the student on this occasion. Ms Biswas explained about the importance of Media;
she stated that the Indian media had travelled a long way, from days of newspaper and radio
to present-age of television and social media. News that was seen as a medium to educate the
people on issues that were important for the society became a source of viewpoints.
AWAAZ Editorial Board along with Prof. Radhakrishnan
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Correspondent of The Times of India was invited to address the student on this occasion.
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7. Guest Lecture on –Need for Mediation in Environmental by- Mr Sanjay
Upadhyay
Symbiosis Law School, Hyderabad, had the pleasure of hosting noted environmental lawyer
from the Supreme Court, Mr Sanjay Upadhyay for a guest lecture to our students on the role
mediation can play in environmental law. Mr. is an India Visiting Fellow to the Boalt Hall
School of Law, UC Berkeley, starting India’s first enviro- legal defence firm and serving as
an expert to several international organizations such as the ILO, UNDO, FAO, Greenpeace
etc. Mr. Upadhyay was kind enough to patiently answer the queries of students regarding
environmental law, as students asked relevant questions pertaining to the need of the
judiciary and legislation to improve their approach on environmental laws ensuring the safety
of animals prone to accidents, PETA and more. Moreover, he also entertained a post-lunch
session for queries alone, where interested students approached him with questions regarding
a career in environmental law.

